f f might turn out to be 0 for all xeR [7] , we apply the results of § 1 only to the first two cases. It seems however plausible that by changing the context one could deal with the third situation by similar techniques.
Throughout the paper we assume that R is a semiprime ring, an immediate consequence of which is that [ , ] is a nondegenerate bilinear form. Another consequence is: if ~4^(S) = 0 where is the prime, Jacobson, locally nilpotent or nil radical, then 0 [ Lemma 1.2] . In § IB we investigate properties of the context when also ( , ) is assumed to be nondegenerate. We prove, among the rest, that (R, R) is essential in R G and that when R G is semiprime then R is Goldie (Artinian) iff R G is Goldie (Artinian); when R is Artinian then ( , ) is onto. [Theorem 1.6 and Lemma 1.3.] Some of the results were proved by Montgomery [15] . Since R is semiprime, it is a faithful ^-module, however, it need not be a faithful S-module. In § 1C we investigate the annihilator of R in S, which turns out to be the annihilator (right or left) in S of a two sided ideal of S, namely the ideal [R, R] . When ( , ) is non-38 MIRIAM COHEN degenerate and R G is prime then this annihilator is proved to be a minimal prime ideal of S. [Theorem 1.14.] We give equivalent conditions to faithfulness [Theorems 1.16, 1.17] , and furthermore investigate the context when R is assumed to be S-faithful. Among the rest, we show that (R, R) and [R, R] (R) and R ® RG R = S. If both ( , ) and [ , ] are onto then R is called a G-Galois extension of R G [5] , and then, among the rest, R G is Morita equivalent to S. We show that when R is a semisimple Artinian ring and a faithful S-module then R is a G-Galois extension of R G [Theorem 1.28] . In proving the results of this section we use extensively results of Amitsur [1] .
In § 2 we apply § 1 to situations (1) and (2) . By Fisher and Montgomery [8] , S is semiprime in both, and in case (1) R is Sfaithful. Moreover, if in case (1) R is G-prime, primitive or <yK(R) = 0, with Λ^C) as above, then the same is true for S. Hence if R enjoys one of these properties so does R G [Theorem 2.3] . We thus give, among the rest, an affirmative answer to question 11 [10] . We also show that in case (1) (R, R), [R, R] , [R, R] [Theorems 2.4, 2.5] . This extends a theorem of Azumaya and Nakayama [3] . When R is simple, [ , ] is onto hence results of [14, 19, 20] follow directly.
Let us define some terms, for a complete survey see [18] . Let R be a semiprime ring, (that is, without nontrivial nilpotent ideals), &~ the filter of essential ideals of JB, and R^ the (left) quotient ring of R with respect to ^. Then R c R^-9 denote by C = center of R^-. For any g e Aut (R), g has a unique extension to R^. Define φ g = {xeϋjrlxr -r 9 x, for all xeR}. We say that g is X-inner if φ g φ o. This is a generalization of the usual notion of inner. By [12] φ g = Cx g , a cyclic C-module. If φ g = 0, then # is called X-outer. For any group G c Aut (J?), let G inn be the set of X-inner automorphisms in G. If G inn = {1}, we say that G is X-outer. The algebra of the group B = Σ^e G ^.
A ring related to both R and G is the skew group ring R*G which will be denoted henceforth by S. The ring S is defined to be ΣgeaζBRg with addition given componentwise and multiplication In
particular, if G is X-outer then every nonzero ideal of S intersects R nontrivially.
They used this result to prove the important: THEOREM 0.2 [8] . Let R be a semiprime ring and G a finite group of automorphisms of R. If either R has no \G\-torsion or G is X-outer then S is semiprime.
The proof of Theorem 0.1 which essentially appeared in [15] , depended on a notion of linear independence introduced in [11] . A different and more elementary approach was used in [13, Lemma 1.5] for prime rings and can be extended to semiprime rings by the methods of [7, Lemma 1.5] .
A Morita context [1] is a set M = (R, V, W, S) and two maps ( , ) and [ , ] ; where R and S are rings, V is an R -S bimodule and W is an S -R bimodule. The map ( , ): V® S W"-> R is an R -R bilinear map, and [ , ] : W® R V -»S is S -S bilinear. Furthermore, these maps satisfy the following associativity conditions: We shall also use the following known notions and symbols: Let n^£ denote the category of left iϋ-modules. Let R M be a left jβ-module, then d( B M) -the Goldie dimension of R M as a left R-module is the supremum of the length of direct sums of submodules of M. In particular, R M will be said to be It is easy to see that if S is prime then R is G-prime, which was shown [13] to imply that R is semiprime.
1A* The associated Morita context* Throughout, let R be a semiprime ring and G a finite group of automorphisms of R. Let S = R*G, then R may be viewed as a right or left S-module as follows: for any 8 = ^r a geS and reR, define: s-r = (Σr,βO r = Σr/" 1 and r β = Σ ( r O* This definition extends the product in i2. Note that the S-submodules of S R(R S ) are the G-invariant left (right) ideals of R. In order to differentiate between the product of r and s as elements of S and the above module action, we shall throughout indicate the module action by a dot. R is obviously an ί^-bimodule, and in fact R is an R G -S and an S -R G bimodule. In order to differentiate between the two let V = R0 R 8 and W = S R R G Let £ = Σί/e<?# be the formal sum, then for any reR,t G {r) is formally r ί (or ί r). If lei? then t is an element of S. Let us record some easily verified facts:
(1) g t = tg = t for all g e G. Hence St = 22t and tS = IB, (2) if seS and reϋ? then srt = (β r)ί and ίrs = ί(r β), (3) for any reR and #eG, r ί = t-r = r 9 t, (4) for any a? e R G , xt = tx, (5) if r, r'Gie then (rr') t -r (r't) = (ίr) r'. Now let us define: ( , ): F (x) T7-> ϋf by: (v, w) = t G (vw) = vw t for any veF and w e W. Obviously ( , ) is an i?
G -bimodule homomorphism and furthermore (vs f w) -(v, s-w) for any v e V, we W and seS. For, (v s, w) -((v's)w)-t, however s,weS, hence (v's)w -v-sw, thus ((v 8)w) t -V'(swt). By (2) swt -(s-w)t, thus v-swt -v((s w)t),
which by (5) [W,J] 
equals (v(s'W)) t = (v, s w). Next define [ , ]: W(& RG V->
Hence we have: Jd VΊ = (F, W)Jcz J, which implies J = VΊ. We have shown that V I is a simple R Gmodule. IB* ( , ) is nondegenerate* In the following we prove some consequences of nondegeneracy of ( , ). Most of them are noted in [1] and [15] . 
is Goldie if and only if R Goldie, and then Q( B R) = Q( nG R). (b) R G is semisimple Artinian if and only if R is semisimple Artinian, and then ( , ) is onto.
(a) Is proved as in [18] using Lemma 1.3, Corollary 1.5 and an argument as in [6] .
(b) A criterion for being semisimple Artinian is having no nontrivial essential left (right) ideals. Hence (b) is proved using Lemma 1.
3.b,c and part (a). Also, by Lemma 1.3.b (F, W) is essential in R G hence equals it. That is, ( , ) is onto.
1C. R is a faithful S-module* Since we deal with a semiprime ring R, V and W are faithful ϋ^-modules. However, they need not be faithful S-modules (Example 2.1). We shall consider in the following lemmas Ann^F and Aτm s W, and then proceed to the case in which they are 0. Since these annihilators are ideals in S, Theorems 0. 1 The following appears in the proof of [1, Theorem 20] Proof. (1) => (2) follows from Theorem l.lδ.d and the fact that C is a field.
(2) => (1) if s G min (Ann^ W) then s = aΣx g g, where a e R. As in the proof of Proposition 1.8 this implies that aRIΣx g = 0 for some IeJ^ such that IΣx g czR.
By primeness of R this implies that a = 0 or Σx g = 0. Since ΰ is a vector space over C of dimension |(? nm | and since {x g \geG inΏ } generate B over C we have Σx g Φθ. Hence a = 0, which implies 8 = 0. We have shown that Ann 5 Tr=0.
As a consequence of Theorem 1.15 and results from fl] we get the following correspondences between S and R G . 
(e) RG R and R rG are torsion-free.
Proof. Let us apply [1, Theorem 4] We shall return to further properties of S-faithfulness in the following sections. ID* S is semiprime* When S is assumed to be semiprime, R is easily seen to be semiprime. In both applications of §2, S is in fact semiprime, as noted in § 0. In the following we prove consequences of this assumption, some of which were proved in [15] . Next we define prime (semiprime) Morita contexts [22] , A Morita context is said to be prime (semiprime) if for every 0 Φ v eV, 0 Φ v, e V, (v, W)v λ Φ 0 ((v, W) [W, (v, W) [W, v] = 0 then by [22] S is Goldie. Conversely, if S is Goldie, then by Theorem 1.21.g it is semiprime Goldie. Since R G is isomorphic to a subring of S it inherits the chain condition on annihilators. Now by [22] [5] have given an equivalent definition which was later used by Miyashita [14] for noncommutative rings. Let us define a G-Galois extension. Let R be a ring with 1, G a finite group of automorphisms of R, then R will be called a G-Galois extension of R G with Galois group G if, (1) R G = t G (R), (2) there exist x u -,x n and y lf , y n in R such that <=i * * (0 if g Φ 1 .
ideal of S it equals S. Hence 4D (7, W) .
We end with a situation in which R is a G- {1) R is semiprime and G is a finite group of X-outer automorphisms.
(2) R is a semiprime, |(r|-torsion free ring, where G is a finite group c Aut (R).
As mentioned in the introduction, in both cases S is semiprime, and in (1) R is also S-faithful. The following example suggested by Montgomery shows that this need not be true in case (2). /I 0 0\ 01 0,i/= 0 -10 and let g, h, gh denote the inner automorphisms 0 0 -1/ \0 0 1/ of R determined by x, y and xy respectively. Then G = (l, g, h, gh) is a (abelian) group of inner automorphisms of R. However x+y-{xy + 1) = 0, hence R\xg -yh -xygh + 1] = 0. Thus R is not a faithful S-module. Note that, as expected, dim^JS = 3 < |G inn |.
Let us deal first with (1) . Some of the results appeared in the work of [11, 14, 15, 18, 19 
